


Digitalization absorbed even the most ordinary activities in our lives. We communicate with the world 
through online applications such as WhatsApp or FaceTime.  We procrastinate on social networks and 

for some getting off the grit might  be the worst experience of the year. BUT the question is… 

DO RETAILERS OR BIG BRANDS USE DIGITALIZATION TO PRESENT THEIR 
STORIES? 

The most eligible to answer this question is a company that is a stable cornerstone  
of our group, POS Digital. For more than 10 years, they have been providing complex digital solutions 
not only to retail partners but also to other segments where we would not expect that digitalization is 
such a hot topic. 

DIGITAL IN RETAIL

POS Digital closely cooperates will all POS Media regions, and designs new  
carriers that can communicate clients´ campaigns in a playful and trendy way. Last year, they 
successfully launched a Digital Shelf Strip that became popular in multiple countries.  
Besides new carriers, they also play with traditional POS and equip it with digital screens. 

Digital solutions are in demand with smaller shop concepts that implement screens not only inside  
the stores but also to the window shop where are shown commercials to lure shoppers inside the shop. 
POS Digital works on various projects with such brands like Adidas, A3 Sport or Decathlon stores. 

The project that spread beyond the Czech borders is the digitalization of the Notino flagship stores. 
This online perfume giant opened stores in 6 European countries, and POS Digital has been equipping 
11 stores.  Shoppers can look forward to super-modern store design with intuitive digital technologies.



GO CHARITY

The digital kiosks should have offered detailed  
information to visitors about animals  
located around them. Apart from this function,  
MasterCard wanted to give a chance to  
visitors to donate money on their favorite animals.   
Therefore, all kiosks accept contactless payments 
and printing of the receipt. 

The second project initiated by Master-
Card was a digital kiosk placed in one  
of the historical building with a rich  
history, National Theatre. The kiosk 
helped visitors to buy refreshments 
in advance and avoid queues and allowed them  
to donate money to one of 3 projects organized  

by the National Theatre. 

PUBLIC SECTOR DIGITALIZATION

Event public sector demands up-to-date  
digital solutions. Starting from the information 
for tourists about upcoming events, weather  
forecasts or a map of the city. 

POS Digital won a public contract concerning 
electronic official boards for South Bohemia  
courts. Each official board contains two full 
HD touch LCD screens that enable to search  

for documents easily. 

SOFTWARE PREVAILS

All projects would not succeed without intelligent content management software  
applications for digital signage solutions that were developed by POS Digital. 
The advantage is that the content can be accessed from one interface and distributed  
to multiple devices online. And in case any problem arises POS Media guarantees a 24/7 service.

We are very excited when we get a chance 
to cooperate on charity projects.  
This privilege was offered to POS Digital by  
MasterCard last year as they delivered  
digital kiosksto the Prague ZOO and the National 

Theatre. 



QUICK NEWS
Cooperation with Auchan in Poland

Advertising at point of sales in Poland will get interesting as POS Media Poland is the first agency  
to coordinate in-store communication at Auchan retail chain. 

POS Media has extended a portfolio of retail chains where they can provide services for FMCG 
and non-FMCG clients at Auchan Poland. Starting at the beginning of July 2019, clients  
of POS Media can plan their in-store communication in supermarkets as well as hypermarkets.  
For the whole year, Auchan stores register about 220.000.000 visits which are a sound reason 
for brands to install creative POS materials that will turn an ordinary shopping into a memorable  
experience. 

New carrier in the Ahold Czech Republic: Shelf Divider

Our partnership with Omni Marketing Global 
is bringing first success. The Czech team was 
inspired by the Shelf Divider from Actmedia 
Thailand and got this carrier approved by Ahold 
retail chain. In return, DemoPower Thailand  
implemented our concept of „Shop in Shop“ 
locally. 



Tender for UGO

We are thrilled to share that our  
colleagues from POS Digital won  
a tender, and they will be digitalizing 
all UGO Salaries in the Czech Republic  
and Slovakia. The digital menu boards 
consisting of 6 screens will replace backlit 
posters showing a menu that the healthy 
store serves.
They are now preparing a pilot in one 
store and soon after they will be rolling  
23 stores in phase 1.

ING Aiport

POS Digital helped ING Bank  
install a giant SMD LED screen  
at Prague airport. The screen aims  
to encourage a holiday-like mood to all  
travelers. 
They can relax at the lounge and watch 
the weather forecast or interesting facts 
about their final destinations.  

Penny Market Store 
openings

Our Czech team has just helped 
Penny Market open 30 stores in 2 days. 
This smaller concept supermarket  
chain is massively expanding its operation 
in the Czech Republic. 
Based on their great experience with our  
promo/event team, Penny Market  
entrusted  POS Media to run store  
openings for them. 

This event employed 95 hostesses,  
17 supervisors, and 16 drivers.
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